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Abstract— From the last decades, Supply Chain Management (SCM) has been advanced as an important administration way of life and exercise for all professional processes. Its scope is rapidly increasing in the field of industrial manufacturing and service sectors across the globe. As with other business management principles, it is also used as a tool the Third Party Logistics (3PL). Presently, SCM stakeholders are determined their best to spread out their support with its down-stream consumers and up-stream merchants to accomplish a lasting objectives., the concept of warehousing & Physical Distribution appears to be a significant area of the SCM and is being measured for assessment and improving by implementing the SCM techniques to increase the efficiency and profitability as a whole. This research work focuses and identifies the problems in the warehouses of 3PL (third-party logistics) firm and DAMCO Pakistan is considered as the main component of research, DAMCO, is a prominent third party service providers concentrating in modified goods forwarding and supply chain management facilities. The third-party logistics (3PL) performance was assessed while considering the four C.O.R.E. factor (i.e., Control, Optimize, Reporting and Execution). Finally, the performance of 3PL was evaluated in terms of Damage rate, Reliability and Flexibility. This paper helps the manufacturers to evaluate the 3PL firms before availing their services and may improve quickly by winning the orders while developing collaboration between warehousing management systems & transportation management systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This research focuses on “Performance Assessment & Warehousing issues/Problems of Third-Party Logistics (3PL)” and the organization is one of largest freight forwarding organisation DAMCO, PAKISTAN, The major customer or service utilized of this organization in Pakistan is YUNUS TEXTILE MILLS. The research mainly highlights the processes of the textile mill as well as the shipper i.e. DAMCO, PAKISTAN. It is a prominent third party logistics service providers concentrating in personalised goods forwarding and supply chain management facilities. Since last several decades, it has been facilitating their clients with transportation and logistics answers that helps the means they want to do trade, anywhere they remain in the domain. They identify supply chain improvements for a worldwide technology consumer, using outsourced logistics and reallocation of regional distribution centre hubs. It is the joint trademark of the Maersk Group’s logistics activities formerly recognised as Maersk Logistics and DAMCO. The firm have 11,000+ workforces in over 300 work place around the world and a worldwide existence in near 100 states. The system of firms that are involved, over and done with logistical activities in upper streams and lower stream, in the dissimilar procedures and actions that produce importance in the terms of goods and facilities provided to the end customer. From Christopher Martin L. (1992).

II. Third Party Logistics (3PL)

"A company that delivers numerous logistics services for use by customers. Preferably, these services are cohesive, or put together, by the provider. Among the services 3PLs delivers’ are transportation, warehousing, cross-docking, portfolio management, packing, and goods forwarding." (The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals glossary, Updated February 2010)

Presently, Logistics Outsourcing has received increasing attention from researchers and experts in current times. Outsourcing enterprises act as third party logistics and help to grow the efficiency and effectiveness of a business’s logistics function (Christopher, 1992). Third party logistics is well-defined as the outsourcing of logistics activities to added firms such as transportation, warehousing, portfolio management, circulation, and other value-added services (for example, pick & pack, assemblage, repairs, and re-conditioning) (Lau,1999).

The writings on the logistics business is in great quantity in the practise of pragmatic study and appraisals of the current writings from the customers’ point of view. However, it is still unusual since the viewpoint of 3PL logistics.

III. Warehousing

A warehouse is a place where an organization clamps raw resources, semi-finished products, or finished products/goods for a variable span of time (Keebler and Durtsche, 2001). The core procedures for the barns cast-off in this learning comprise all inbound, outbound, and inventory control activities. These are as follows:
IV. Performance Evaluation:

The writings on performance evaluation has full-grown continually then its appearance in the 1980s. Over all, when firms were minor and procedures are artless, the main performance assessment was done on centre of the cash stream of the firm. From the late 19th century till 1930s, hypothetical and practical tactics of management accounting were recognised, and principles were broadly implemented. (Maskell, 1991).

V. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

This study aims at observing the current status and problem identification in the warehousing processes of the third party logistics firm DAMCO, Pakistan, and finding valid suggestions to overcome those issues, so as to be fruitful for every third party service providers working in developing countries. Identifying nonvalue added activities in a service providing firms and evaluation of their performance by KPIs of transportation. This study was carried out at a globally renowned company located in Karachi, and warehouses near Port Qasim, Karachi, Pakistan and the research has been done on their warehouses and shipment procedures on a case study ‘YUNUS textile to WALMART US’.

VI. METHODOLOGY

As previously discussed, our topic is divided into Performance Evaluation & Warehousing Problem Identification. Firstly we have started visited warehouses of DAMCO Pakistan, located near, Port Qasim Karachi. With our bunch of questions regarding the warehouses and their issues related to it. A really good response from the warehousing team we have collected the date and the issues of the warehousing related to working shipment processes. The questionnaire will be shown on the request. The questionnaire was based on warehousing problems and actual working in the warehouses and its proper utilization for the processes. The questionnaire includes:

Types of products deal with. Types of containers use, handling requirements of the container, specific storage requirements, loading unloading times for container, total space of the warehouse in square yards, services regarding warehouses DAMCO provide, information flow soft wares or EDI (electronic data interchange) etc. And next step towards our further topic i.e. Performance Evaluation, we moved forward to it, firstly we start visiting YUNUS TEXTILE to understand their textile related processes and then the export procedures related to DAMCO PAKISTAN. We have done a case study addresses shipment from YUNUS TEXTILE to WALMART, US via DAMCO, PAKISTAN. The case study will be shown and discussed in next.

The performance evaluation is based on our case study, the third-party logistics (3PL) performance was assessed while considering the four CORE factor (i.e., Control, Optimize, Reporting and Execution) & in it we consider Key performance metres (KPIs) Damage Rate, Reliability and Flexibility.

VII. Key Indicators in Transport:

VIII. The value of transport can be determined by means of a classification of important metres. This analysis emphases on the transportation expenditures, the linked dimensions and the quantifiable proficiency of the transportation. Four efficiency and capability metres are engaged in this procedure: transportation costs per stack KM, transportation costs per goods and the transportation utilization levels I and II. The particular qualitative competence of the actual means of transportation must be reflected in assessing the efficiency of the transportation structure. Encompassed at this point are the transport times, transportation reliability and transportation flexibility.

IX. CASE STUDY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buyer/Consignee</th>
<th>WALMART USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goods Provider/Shipper</td>
<td>YUNUS Textile Mills, Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwarder:</td>
<td>DAMCO, Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods Type:</td>
<td>Garments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Order (P/O) Number:</td>
<td>1234567890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking Submission Date:</td>
<td>10-October-2015 (SW Start date-14 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Date/ Cycle Time:</td>
<td>17 Days (136 hours) 8 hours/day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipment Window:</td>
<td>28th-October-2015 to 2nd-November-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total order Units:</td>
<td>2500 units (cartons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CBM:</td>
<td>300 CBM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PERFORMANCE OF THE TRANSPORT SYSTEM THROUGH TRANSPORT SYSTEM INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR NO.1: TRANSPORT DAMAGE RATE

\[ \text{Transport Damage Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of Damage Transport Units}}{\text{Total Number of Transported Units}} \times 100 \]

In our case study we observed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Total Number of Transported Units/ Cartons} & = 2500 \\
\text{Number of Damage Transport Units/ Cartons} & = 10
\end{align*}
\]

\[ \text{Transport Damage Rate} = \frac{10}{2500} \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Damage Rate} = 0.004 \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Damage Rate} = 0.4 \% \]

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR NO.2: TRANSPORT RELIABILITY

\[ \text{Transport Reliability} = \frac{\text{Number of On-Time Transports}}{\text{Total Number of Transports}} \times 100 \]

In our case study we observed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Total Number of Transports} & = 6 (5 \text{ STD} & 1 \text{ STD}) \\
\text{Number of On-Time Transports} & = 6
\end{align*}
\]

Hence the Transport Reliability is:

\[ \text{Transport Reliability} = \frac{6}{6} \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Reliability} = 1 \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Reliability} = 100 \% \]

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR NO.3: TRANSPORT FLEXIBILITY

\[ \text{Transport Flexibility} = \frac{\text{Number of Fulfilled Transport Specifications}}{\text{Total Number of Transport Specifications}} \times 100 \]

In our case study we observed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Total Number of Transport Specifications} & = 5 (\text{Carriers Providing, Custom Clearance, Freight Forwarding, Shipment & Warehousing}) \\
\text{Number of Fulfilled Transport Specifications} & = 4 (\text{Carriers Providing, Freight Forwarding, Shipment & Warehousing})
\end{align*}
\]

Hence the Transport Flexibility is:

\[ \text{Transport Flexibility} = \frac{4}{5} \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Flexibility} = 0.8 \times 100 \]

\[ \text{Transport Flexibility} = 80 \% \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION:</th>
<th>VALID SUGGESTIONS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The customer decides everything which means DAMCO cannot act on its own, which makes it difficult to forecast &amp; predict the patterns &amp; behaviour of the customers. The versatile nature of the customer ultimately creates confusion in the minds of the manager of how to preplan the situations. If DAMCO can predict customer behaviour it would be a plus point &amp; would save time.</td>
<td>Customer pattern records should be maintained for the aid of manager for making quick decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In transfers from door to door, the responsibility is divided between local DAMCO &amp; DAMCO abroad so the fate &amp; respect of local DAMCO gets in the hands of DAMCO abroad which will affect the relationship of local client &amp; shipment receiver there.</td>
<td>Same standards &amp; competence level should be maintained throughout all branches of DAMCO because one mistake can cost customers trust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. DAMCO has a team of trusted &amp; trained drivers which are called according to the need, but they do not have a performance evaluation or rating system for the drivers, so that they can get rewarded according to their performance with some benefits &amp; incentives &amp; also to motivate the average driver to come forward, gain experience, learn expertise to reduce transportation time &amp; cost.</td>
<td>They should make learning curve chart for the drivers which will help to categorize the classes of drivers for i.e. S class, A class, B… etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. It is always better to write everything down but in the case of DAMCO it has SCARDA (SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION) network (WEB PORTAL) at his disposal, so why there is still need of making everything hard copied, on the contrary they can save a lot of money that is used up in printing.</td>
<td>Most of the above documents are maintained by or for the IT department while the IT department should understand its name &amp; should cut cost by avoiding bookkeeping &amp; registration cost to a minimum, for which they can apply latest information technology principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DAMCO uses the optimum routes to the port but if some problematic situation occurs like a strike, they use alternative routes which are longer than prescribed routes, which means an increase in cost, but they are bound by contract &amp; cannot charge extra.</td>
<td>DAMCO can avoid taking risky orders which are for remote area or have previously made lose to the organization. Also, they can hold the order if they have slack time in their grasp, until the political instability or strike situation is over.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The audit is check &amp; balance of things after they have incurred, literally it means calculating the damage that has been done so it's a reactive approach but now in the modern era managers are focusing on a proactive approach. Audit only spotlights the issues, but a big issue like waste &amp; supply chain liquidity can only resolve by using modern techniques like lean, kaizen etc.</td>
<td>The use of outdated formula’s &amp; techniques will bring harm to the organization and should be avoided if possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the previous chapter, we have discussed how we have done the data collection and analysis we performed by considering a case study. Now in this chapter, we will conclude about the results of our case study. In our case study of shipment of cargo (2500 Cartons equivalent to 300 CBM) from YUNUS Textile Mill Ltd. to WALMART, US via DAMCO, Pakistan, we have used three key indicators relating to transportation operations. These are helpful to assess the performance of 3PL facilitator in terms of the transportation. Our research about the key transport indicators shows the following results:

i. Transport Damage Rate:

Damage rate of any cargo depends upon a number of damage transport units, our case study has shown 0% damage rate indicating high performance in terms of transports. On the other hand, if the damage rate goes beyond 0 e.g. 0.4% (because of 10 damage units) will indicate the low performance of 3PL service. Hence transports damage rates from 0% to 100% and so on implies high to low performance of 3PL service providers.

ii. Transport Reliability:

Reliability of any transportation system directly depends upon the number of on-time transportation i.e. how many trucks containing the cargo cartons/units reached on time, our case study has shown 100% transport reliability indicating the high performance of 3PL service in terms of quality. Transport reliability rates from 0-100% indicated low to the high performance of transportation system of 3PL in terms of quality delivery service.

In this perspective, the problem lies in the systematic approach, that’s the sole reason why DAMCO should not neglect 5S (SORT, SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT, SHINE, STANDARDIZE, SUSTAIN) & LEAN MANUFACTURING APPROACH OF REDUCING WASTE.

DAMCO should rely on their close coordination approach but should also look to their competitors of what they have implemented and achieved.

Closely Coordination is necessary in any transport system but what if the problem lies elsewhere or does not relate with the planner, workforce or even the management. In this perspective, the problem lies in the systematic approach. That’s the sole reason why DAMCO should not neglect 5S (SORT, SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT, SHINE, STANDARDIZE, SUSTAIN) & LEAN MANUFACTURING APPROACH OF REDUCING WASTE.

Currently, no real step has been taken by DAMCO to reduce their lead time their view is of close co-ordination, links & understanding between DAMCO & its client with the aid of their web portal but the real threat is somewhere else. They do not really optimize anything, anywhere through a systematic model but they work through their instinct as we observed in air transport routes, workforce needed, and container loading, they just take risk and to many chances they should make more use of the data like "most placed order, most orders for a country, most loyal customer etc." in an organized way to get benefits which can reduce their time of every little activity. Another problem is that they never break down different phases of their work and are to focused on arrival date, expected handover date & total time that they never really care or are not serious about each small activity like what is the optimum quantity of workers needed to load a container swiftly, and how many persons can pick how many pallets and how far the pallet should kept from the worker or the door/outlet to optimize their human resource & reduce their transport time.

TIME STUDY & OPERATION RESEARCH.
iii. Transport Flexibility:

The flexibility of any transportation system directly depends upon the number of fulfilled transportation specifications (carrier arrangement, custom clearance, freight forwarding, shipment, warehousing) offered by DAMCO to its customers at the time of taking the cargo order. Our case study has shown 80% transport flexibility indicating the good flexible performance of 3PL service. Transport flexibility rates from 0-100% show low to a high flexible routine of third-party facilitator.

XII DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In today’s competitive commercial surroundings Logistical facilitators have a greater part toward supply chain enhancement for any industrial enterprise. Therefore, the choice of a suitable 3PL service provider is one of the foremost business level choice problematics which industrial organisation has to face these days.

The choice of 3PL service provider is founded on its performance from this time the assessment of this performance is of very much significance for any industrial organisation.

The 3PL service provider has to face assured warehousing complications which significantly disturbs their performance, our research first part is focused on the identification of different warehousing problems associated with 3PL service providers. One major problem is the lack of technological adaptation regarding warehousing tools and techniques which could enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the 3PL service providers.

In our research, we have followed a systematic approach for the performance assessment of third-party facilitators which is centred on four C.O.R.E points.

This learning of third party management performance assessment discovers facility excellence, management effectiveness and productivity, and relationship administration between third party facilitator and supply chain acquaintances. By working on this literature, we have given an approach and strength to overcome the breach in the works through facilitating an idea on the profitable performance assessment and supervision of logistics, SCM & transportation outsourcing from 3PL facilitators or any other sources.
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